Visual Re-membering Maps - creating safety in conversations
Please feel free to explore how you might use these visual re-membering
maps in your work with others. Since I developed them, they have been used
as a form of assessment, a safe way of talking, as a way to reflect on a
person’s life and work out next steps, as a way to identify negative and
positive associations.
You can explore making symbols to represent safety and risk, eg alcohol,
drugs, empty fridge, empty cupboards, no money, unsafe housing as well as
positives such as good friendships and supports, goals, safe & happy places
and activities.
Exercise: Create a visual re-membering map
Using material provided, arrange concentric circles of stones and place an
object, image or your written name in the centre. Next, choose images and
objects that represent significant figures or important symbols in your life and
place them according to the degree in which they contribute to your identity
in ways that fit with your own hopes and understanding. Those who are of
greater influence, or you wish them to be, can be placed closer to the
centre, and others further away.
If you wish, you can do this exercise in silence.
Next: you may choose to discuss the meaning in pairs or with the bigger
group.
Example

Re-membering Practices
Remembering practices (White 2007, Russell & Carey 2004) are a special type
of recollection that involves
 Attention to figures who belong to one’s life or community
 Deliberate re-organising of memberships of one’s club of life
 Not remembering or recalling history but a context to revise or reorganise memberships
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Visual Re-membering Maps - creating safety in conversations
A person can decide
whose voices are to be recognized (on matters of their own identity)
Who is authorized to speak on such matters
Status of existing memberships
Selection of new memberships
Maybe some of the views we hold of ourselves may be views or ideas from
someone else and we can explore and rearrange them
The thinking behind remembering practices (White 2007):
 identities formed through relationship
 identities multi-voiced rather than singular identity with self as the
centre of one’s being
 interconnected web of relationships rather than individual self
 can be used as an antidote to negative identity conclusions that have
pervaded a person’s sense of their own identity

Potential effects for worker/group/individuals
De-centres the practitioner and elicits support from the community in which
the person is located – sustainability
Reduces isolation
Identifies others who would support the person’s changes or developments –
stand with them
 Useful at critical points working with people when they want to move
ahead but feel held back by negative identity conclusions from others
or unhelpful relationships
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